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By Wybrich van der Roest
wybrich.blogspot.com

Materials used for all cards:
Craftables: CR1405 (Nautical rope), CR1406 (Coral), CR1407 (Scallop), CR1363 (Sea shells), Design folders: DF3435 (Nautical), 
DF3436 (Ocean view), Die-cut and embossing machine, Clear stamps: HT1618 (Hetty’s Fish in the reef), HT1619 (Hetty’s Mermaids), 
HT1620 (Hetty’s border-Under the sea), Stamping paper: PCP, Inkpad: Memento black, Distress ink: weathered wood, walnut stain, 
scattered straw, vintage photo, Copic markers, Design paper: PB7052 (Eline’s Ocean), PK9114 (Kraft), Papicolor card: Original silver 
grey (902), carnation white (903), sea green (917), cream (927), night blue (941), moss green (951), mocha (953), baby blue 
(956), mustard green (960), Metallic pearlwhite (330), Jute rope, Wax cord

Ex tra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1331 (Basic 
shapes-Circle), CR1359 (Basic 
shapes stitched passe-partout 
– Square), CR1361 (Stitched 
border-Waves and Clouds), 
PL1415 (Zon, zee en strand)

Cut kraft into a 14.5 x 14.5 cm top-fold card and layer 13.5 x 
13.5 cm sea green and 13 x 13 cm design paper on top.
Emboss a 12 x 12 cm carnation white card with the design folder 
and work lightly with distress ink walnut stain.
Die-cut the waves from design paper and layer along the bottom 
of the card. Die-cut a passe-partout from a 12 x 12 sea green 
card and adhere to carnation white. Stamp part of the border 
onto stamping paper, colour in and die-cut into a circle. Die-cut 
a night blue passe-partout and adhere to the stamped circle. 
Stamp the mermaids and sea horse, colour in and cut out.
Die-cut/emboss the nautical rope and work with distress ink.
Die-cut the coral from green and kraft and sea shells from cream 
and silver grey. Cut labels from carnation white and kraft, stamp 
a text, thread wax cord through them and adhere.
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Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1331 (Basic 
shapes-Circle), CR1333 (Basic 
shapes-Oval)

Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1390 (Basic 
shapes stitched passe-partout - 
Rectangle), CR1364 (Fish)

Cut a 14.5 x 14.5 cm night blue top-fold card and layer 13.5 x 
13.5 cm and 13 x 13 cm design paper on top.
Emboss a 12 x 12 cm sea green card with the Design folder. 
Work lightly with distress ink weathered wood. Round off 
the corners. Die-cut a circle from design paper and adhere 
centrally onto the sea green card. Die-cut/emboss the shell from 
pearlwhite and work the edges lightly with distress ink. 
Die-cut the coral from green and brown and adhere overlapping.
Stamp the mermaid, fi sh and sea horse, colour in and cut out. 
Adhere using 3D-foampads. Die-cut/emboss various shells and 
adhere along the bottom of the card.
Die-cut an oval label from design paper and night blue card, 
thread wax cord through it and adhere a fi sh.

Cut a 12 x 15 cm night blue top-fold card and layer 11.5 x 14.5 
cm sea green and 11 x 14 cm and 10 x 14 cm (slanted) design 
paper on top.
Cut 9 x 14 cm kraft and die-cut the frame.
Use the same die to cut out the inside from stamping paper.
Stamp a border, jelly fi sh, small fi sh and air bubbles, and colour 
them in. Then layer it within the frame.
Stamp the mermaid, colour in and cut out.
Die-cut green coral. Die-cut fi sh from baby blue and shells from 
cream.
Tie jute rope around the star fi sh and adhere.



Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1220 (Eiffel 
tower), CR1359 (Basic shapes-
stitched Square), Creatables: 
LR0334 (Tiny’s Vintage Labels), 
LR 0448 (Bows), LR0468 (Anja’s 
Triangle), Clear stamps: PL1524, 
Card: anthracite, Decoupage 
sheet: EWK1249 (Els’ Teddy 

bears 1), Inka gold silver, Lace

Extra needed for his card:
Craftables: CR1360 (Basic 
shapes-stitched Circle), 
Creatables: LR0335 (Tiny’s 
Nostalgic Labels):, LR0447 
(Bow and ribbon), Clear 
stamps: PL1524, Decoupage 
sheets: EWK1250 (Els’ Teddy 
bears 2), Lace

Die-cut/emboss the label from white card and ink all parts with 
distress ink pumice stone. Adhere to a piece of kraft and trim 
leaving a narrow border. Die-cut the centre from design paper 
with pink dots and adhere. Die-cut the two largest squares at 
the same time from kraft and use the passe-partout. Layer the 
picture and the die-cut triangle behind and add lace and pearls. 
Then adhere to the label.

Die-cut the Eiffel tower from anthracite card and work with Inka 
gold silver, adhere. Die-cut the small label from white card and 
stamp the text. Layer to kraft and trim leaving a narrow border.
Adhere the small label to the large one and decorate with a bow.
Die-cut the card stand from chipboard and design paper and 
adhere together. Finish off the card with a bow of design paper 
and add pearls.

Die-cut/emboss the label from white card and work the parts 
with distress ink pumice stone. Adhere the label to kraft and 
trim leaving a narrow border. Die-cut the centre from design 
paper and adhere. Die-cut the two largest circles at the same 
time from kraft and use the passe-partout. Layer the picture and 
lace behind the circle. Die-cut the circle once again from kraft 
and layer behind. Adhere to the label.

Die-cut the small label from white and stamp the text. Layer on 
kraft and trim leaving a narrow border. Mount the small label 
onto the large one with the bow on top.
Die-cut the card stand from chipboard and design paper and 
adhere together. Adhere lace to the card stand.
Finish off with a blue bow and pearls.
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Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1360 (Basic 
shapes-stitched Circle), 
Creatables: LR0465 (Tiny’s 
Teddy bear), LR0468 (Anja’s 
Triangle), Decoupage sheet: 
EWK1250 (Els’ Teddy bears 2), 
Lace

Cut three cards: kraft 15 x 15 cm, white 14 x 14 cm and design 
paper 13.5 x 13.5 cm. Ink the kraft and design paper with 
distress ink pumice stone. Adhere together. 
Die-cut/emboss the triangle 2x from white card and adhere. Add 
lace and pearls.

Die-cut the two largest circles at the same time from white card 
and use the passe-partout. Layer the picture behind and adhere 
to the card. Die-cut/emboss the bear from kraft and ink with 
distress ink pumice stone. Tie a ribbon around his neck and 
adhere to the card with 3D-tape/glue. Wrap tulle around the 
card and tie into a bow. Die-cut the card stand from chipboard 
and design paper. Tear pieces of design paper and adhere to the 
chipboard card stand. Finish off with pearls.

By Astrid Schipper
astridschipper.blogspot.com

Materials used for all cards:
Craftables: CR1408 (Card stand), Die-cut and embossing machine, Distress ink: pumice stone, Design paper: PK9145 (Beary Cute), 
Papicolor card: Metallic 330 (pearlwhite), Recycled kraft (grey), Chipboard: CB5501, Adhesive fl at-backed pearls, Satin ribbon, Tulle 
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Extra needed for this card: 
Collectables: COL1431 (Eline’s 
Tropical fi sh), Craftables: 
CR1405 (Nautical rope), CR1406 
(Coral), Inkpad: Versa Craft 138 
sky blue, Embossing powder: 
Mboss silver-glitter, Papicolor 
card: Recycled kraft orange 

(325), Original violet (920), cream (927), purple (946)

Die-cut the card stand from chipboard and work with light blue 
ink. Leave to dry and then work with silver-coloured embossing 
powder. Repeat this with the chipboard text. 
Cut a 14.5 cm Ø pearly white circle. Cut a 14 cm Ø circle from 
design paper and layer onto the white one.
Cut 17.5 x 10 cm dark blue design paper and layer onto the 
circle. Cut out the background 16.5 x 9 cm and adhere.
Die-cut the ropes from pearly white card, work with ink and 
adhere. Die-cut the coral, sea weed and fi sh and adhere.
Finish off as per example.

Extra needed for this card: 
Collectables: COL1430 (Eline’s 
Whale), Creatables: LR0417 
(Port hole and Steering 
wheel), Distress ink: walnut 
stain, Embossing powder: 
Stampendous white EP100, 
Papicolor card: Recycled kraft 

white (321), Original night blue (941), Heat tool

Die-cut the card stand from chipboard and work with light grey 
ink. Leave to dry and then work with white embossing powder.
Repeat this with the chipboard text. 
Cut a 21 x 10.5 cm top-fold card from kraft and layer 20.5 x 
10 cm design paper on top. Ad here 20 x 9,5 cm white card 
slantwise to the card.
Cut the background 19.5 x 9 cm, make an incision into the 
image along the white wave and adhere (no glue under the 
white wave). Die-cut the whale from recycled kraft and silver, 
layer together and place partially behind the white wave.
Die-cut the rope from pearly white and the steering wheel from 
kraft, work both with ink. Finish off the card.

By Marleen van der Most
handmadebymarleen.blogspot.com

Materials used for both cards: 
Craftables: CR1299 (Banners), CR1408 (Card stand), Creatables: LR0418 (Ropes), Die-cut and embossing machine, Clear stamps: 
MM1607 (Water splashes), Distress ink: pumice stone, Inkpad: Versa Mark, Decoupage sheet: AK0067 (Eline’s backgrounds-Ocean), 
Design paper: PB7052 (Eline’s Ocean), Papicolor card: Recycled kraft grey (322), Original raven black (901), pearly white (930), 
cerise (933), Decoration paper: CA3127 (silver),  Chipboard: CB5501, Chipboard texts: PL3504 (Individu), Enamel dots: PL4501 (blue 
and grey), Hemp cord, White gel pen

Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1405 (Nautical 
rope), CR1406 (Coral), CR1407 
(Scallop), Creatables: LR0468 
(Anja’s Triangle), LR0448 
(Bows), Design folder: DF3436 
(Ocean View), Decoupage sheet: 
EWK 1249 (Els’ Teddy Bears 1)

Cut six cards: 2x kraft 15 x 15 cm and (1x) 12 x 12 cm, white 
13.5 x 13.5 cm, striped design paper 13 x 13 cm and blue 12 x 
12 cm. Emboss the blue card and the kraft card with the design 
folder. Ink all parts with distress ink pumice stone and adhere. 
Cut out the circle. Tear a corner from chequered design paper, 
adhere and cut out the circle. Cut the circle from the embossed 
kraft card and adhere.
Adhere the second kraft card behind, but apply glue only along 
the bottom and sides, to create a pocket.

Cut a 20 x 13.5 cm white card and die-cut the triangle from the 
top. Emboss the circle also from blue card and cut it out.
Layer the picture behind. Adhere the layer in the centre of the 
card. Put the card inside the pocket.
Die-cut the card stand from chipboard and design paper and 
adhere together. 
Finish off the card with bows, a shell, rope, coral and pearls.
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By Irma de Vries
irma-scrapkaarten.blogspot.com

Materials used for both cards:
Craftables: CR1408 (Card stand), Creatables: LR0325 (Bow-L), LR0466 (Ballet shoes), LR0467 (Tutu), LR0468 (Anja’s Triangle), 
Design folder: DF3432 (Sweet hearts), Die-cut and embossing machine, Distress ink: gathered twigs, Inkpad: Versamark clear, 
Decoupage sheet: VK9558 (Ballerina), Design paper: PB7050 (Eline’s Babies pink), Papicolor card: Original light pink (923), pearly 
white (930), Recycled kraft grey (322), Metallic pearlwhite (330), Small piece of silver-coloured card for the hangers, Chipboard: 
CB5501, Chipboard texts: PL3503 (Emoties), Heat tool, Shaping tool and mat, Paper fl owers, Brads, Swirls: CA3101 (white), Silk 
lace: JU0921 (sweet pink)

General:
Work the edges of the design paper and the embossed parts with (distress)ink.
Die-cut the card stand from chipboard and decorate with design paper.

Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1395 (Seed 
pocket and Garden tools), 
Creatables: LR0321 
(Vintage mirror), LR0454 
(Anja’s Butterfl y), Inkpad: 
Dew drops pearl orchid, 
Embossing powder: Artemio 
(pink and silver), Mirror 
card, Vellum, Chipboard 
texts: PL3501 (thuis)

Extra needed for this card:
Collectables: CO L1362 
(Snow globe), Creatables: 
LR0414 (Swirls and Leaves), 
Design folder Extra: DF3413 
(Hearts), Distress ink: 
Victorian velvet, Embossing 
powder: Ranger (clear), 
Papicolor card: Original 
blossom (934), Chipboard 
texts: PL3502 (Gezin), Heat 

tool, Mica, Shaker material

Trace pattern A onto white card and pattern B onto kraft. Adhere 
together. Trace pattern C onto design paper and adhere.
Die-cut Anja’s triangle from Metallic card and work with ink.
Die-cut the seed pocket from vellum and adhere as shown.
Emboss the Design folder onto light pink card and then cut into 
an 11 x 5 cm strip. Adhere to the card on top of the pocket and 
overlapping the card. Adhere the triangle also on the left-hand 
side of the card. Die-cut the vintage mirror from kraft and cut 
out. Adhere the layers together and then onto the card.
Die-cut the tutu. Die-cut the skirt 2x from vellum and cut one 
a little shorter. Cut the ballerina out of the decoupage sheet, 
shape her and adhere. Die-cut the large bow and make into a 
tuft with ribbon and the ballet shoes. Cut pattern D (label) from 
design paper and tuck inside the pocket.
Work the chipboard text with embossing powder.
Finish off with pearl swirls.

Cut a 15 x 15 cm white single-fold card.
Cut 14 x 14 cm and 6 x 15 cm design paper and mat each one 
on kraft. Emboss the pattern on 11.5 x 11.5 cm white card. 
Adhere the layers together. Die-cut the snow globe and make the 
shaker compartment: Die-cut a round passe-partout and layer 
mica behind.
Adhere foam pads all around the reverse side of the frame.
Place shaker material on the mica and close the aperture with a 
second circle of mica. Cut out a ballerina and adhere her to the 
embossed square. Mount the snow globe on top.
Attention: only apply glue to the borders and not onto the 
visible part of the mica. Cut out a second ballerina from the 
decoupage sheet, shape her and place her in front of the snow 
globe.
Finish off with swirls, leaves and die-cut small hearts. Complete 
with a tuft with a bow, Anja’s triangle and a tutu.
Colour in the chipboard texts with distress ink, then work them 
with clear embossing powder and the heat tool.
Finish off with ballet shoes and pearl swirls.
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By Sabine Sprenkeler
sabscreas1987.blogspot.nl

Materials:
Creatables: LR0414 (Swirls 
and Leaves), Craftables: 
CR1334 (Basic shapes-
Rectangle), CR1375 (Basic 
shapes-distressed Square), 
Die-cut and embossing 
machine, Design paper: 
PK9143 (English roses), 
PK9114 (Kraft 15 x 30 cm), 
Scented paper: CA3131 

(lilac), Papicolor card: olive green (945), lilac (946), purple 
(913), army green (954), Enamel dots: PL4512 (baby pink), 
Paper fl owers: rose buds (RB2241 and RB2243), roses (RB2259 
and RB2247), carnation (RB2254)

Fold a 15 x 30 cm kraft card in half and mount the following 
layers on top as per example.
- scented paper 14 x 14 cm,
- lilac 14.5 x 14.5 cm and 10.5 x 10.5 cm,
- purple 7.8 x 10.8 cm and 3 x 15 cm, 
- olive green 6 x 6 cm and 3 x 15 cm.

Cut the picture into 7.2 x 10.2 cm and cut 5.5 x 5.5 cm design 
paper.
Die-cut the swirls 2x from army green. Adhere all layers together 
and then on the card.
Finish off the card with swirls, fl owers and pink enamel dots.


